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Abstract
Foundation models pre-trained on large-scale tran-
scriptomic data are gaining popularity for gener-
ating latent representations of cells or genes for
downstream analysis. While these models suggest
promising results towards a better understanding
of cellular behavior, their complexity and black-
box nature poses a challenge in their wider adop-
tion in computational biology. Without a clear
understanding of how these models process data
and make predictions, it is difficult to discern
their strengths and limitations and identify areas
where they can be improved. In this study, we
explore approaches for uncovering structural and
biological connections within foundation models,
using Geneformer and UCE as case studies. Our
explored approaches are straightforward to imple-
ment, are adaptable across various transformer
architectures, and suggest possible strategies to
interpret and optimize existing models and archi-
tectures. Our primary findings utilize attention
rollout for biological interpretation of attention
maps, linear probes to uncover where learned bio-
logical concepts appear as well as a comparison
of hidden states to show learning progression and
the emergence of token patterns.

1. Introduction
Foundation models have revolutionized natural language
processing, with models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) setting new benchmarks by sig-
nificantly improving performance across a variety of tasks.
Central to this advancement is the attention mechanism of
transformers, which allows models to focus on different
parts of the input data dynamically (Vaswani et al., 2023).
These models excel because they require minimal labelled
data for fine-tuning, as they effectively capture patterns in
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raw data, such as grammar and context, enabling them to
generalize well across different tasks. However, they require
large amounts of data to learn these general representations.

The success of foundational models in language modelling
has inspired similar advancements in biology. For instance,
emerging DNA and protein language models, such as ESM
(Lin et al., 2023) and DNABERT (Ji et al., 2021), leverage
the principles of foundation models in complex biological
sequences. Meanwhile in the field of single-cell biology,
large single-cell atlases are being collected (Regev et al.,
2017), in addition to large databases such as CELLXGENE
(CZI Single-Cell Biology Program et al., 2023). In order
to digest such large data sources, single-cell foundational
models (Yang et al., 2022; Cui et al., 2024; Chen et al., 2023)
have been proposed as alternatives to traditional autoencoder
based models (Lopez et al., 2018).

Despite the promises of these single-cell foundational mod-
els, several significant challenges remain. Firstly, these
models are notoriously difficult to interpret, and mapping
the complex computations performed internally to meaning-
ful biological concepts is an ongoing challenge. Secondly,
the computational costs associated with these models are
extremely high, both in terms of pre-training and inference.
Additionally, the lack of standardized benchmarks makes
it challenging to assess the true value and efficacy of these
models. Without clear benchmarks, it’s not yet clear whether
the substantial computational investments translate into sig-
nificant improvements in solving downstream biological
tasks.

To close this gap, we introduce different approaches to
analyze foundation models and apply them to two pop-
ular foundation models for single cell data, Universal
Cell Embeddings (UCE) (Rosen et al., 2023) and Gene-
former (Theodoris et al., 2023), which allow us to analyze
and interpret the structures these models uncover. These
approaches include 1) attention rollout, which helps ex-
plain transformer self-attention through a biological lens,
2) linear probes, which offer insight into where learned
concepts emerge and can highlight redundancies or relation-
ships within a model, and 3) intra- and inter-layer token com-
parisons, which reveal the appearance of complex patterns
introduced by specific embeddings or training procedures.
Our hope is that these methods can help the community
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better understand the biological insights captured by founda-
tion models and assist practitioners in training and selecting
model architectures.

2. Methods
We shortly review the previously published Geneformer
and UCE models before describing our approaches used to
analyze these models

2.1. Models

2.1.1. GENEFORMER

Geneformer (Theodoris et al., 2023) is a transformer-based
model composed of six layers, each featuring four attention
heads, an input size of 2048, and embedding dimension
of 256. During pre-training, the model masks 15% of the
genes within each transcriptome, and the corresponding
tokens in the last hidden layer learn to predict the decode
these genes using the context provided by the remaining
unmasked genes. The transcriptome of each single cell
is presented to the model as a rank value encoding where
genes are ranked by their expression in that cell normalized
by their expression across the entire Genecorpus-30M the
model was trained on. The authors also report a larger,
12-layer version of the model on Hugging Face.

2.1.2. UCE

The Universal Cell Embeddings (UCE) model (Rosen et al.,
2023) features 33 layers and processes inputs of 1024 genes.
Each layer includes 20 attention heads, and the embeddings
are represented in 1280 dimensions. During training, a
random 20% of expressed genes are masked, and these are
combined with a subset of non-expressed genes to form a
set of query genes. The protein embedding tokens of these
query genes are then paired with the Classify (CLS) token, a
special token located at the start of the transformer sequence.
This combination is inputted into a neural network to predict
gene expression status. Thus, the CLS token is trained to
represent the entire cell expression in a low-dimensional
vector. The remaining tokens of the last layer’s hidden
units are not directly involved in the pre-training objective.
This stands in contrast to Geneformer pretraing, where each
token in the output layer is used to decode the masked genes.
In UCE, the transcriptome is conveyed as an expression
weighted sample of its corresponding genes. The authors
also report a more lightweight 4-layer version of UCE with
the source code.

2.2. Analysis techniques

2.2.1. ATTENTION ROLLOUT

The self-attention mechanism generates millions of weights
between hidden states, allowing the transformer to assign
importance to tokens for generating context. While the
self-attention mechanism between tokens in a single layer
has a clear and simple interpretation, it is much harder to
extend this to a multi-layer setting. In a multi-layer archi-
tecture, attention between tokens is mixed across different
layers, making it harder to discern which tokens in the in-
put are influencing an output token. To address this issue,
we need to aggregate attentions across layers into a more
interpretable form. One such method is known as attention
rollout (Abnar & Zuidema, 2020). This technique involves
tracing paths where information related to a specific input
token is propagated up to the CLS token, then aggregating
the attention scores along these paths. Ultimately, this pro-
cess yields individual attention scores for each input token
with respect to the CLS token. For Geneformer, no CLS
token was available because the cell embedding is generated
by averaging the embeddings of each gene detected in that
cell. Therefore, we primarily tested averaging the attention
scores across these gene embeddings, but we also examined
the scores for individual gene embeddings.

We perform two analyses to examine the biological rele-
vance of these CLS token attention scores. The input genes
passed to the transformer are associated with clusters to
aggregate them into categories and analyze transformer be-
havior. These clusters generated by the Human Protein
Atlas (Uhlén et al., 2015) contain genes that have similar
expression patterns, and each cluster has been manually
annotated to describe common features in terms of function
and specificity.
We also used the attention scores to generate subsets of
strongly attended genes, which were compared to hallmark
gene sets via over-representation analysis. These hallmark
sets summarize and represent specific well-defined biolog-
ical states or processes and were taken from the Human
Molecular Signatures Database (Subramanian et al., 2005;
Liberzon et al., 2015).

2.2.2. LINEAR PROBE

We use linear classifiers called ’probes’ (Alain & Bengio,
2018) trained only on a hidden unit of a given intermedi-
ate layer to predict certain input cell characteristics. These
probes have been used to understand the roles of intermedi-
ate layers and we expect them to offer insights into where
learned concepts emerge and so to highlight redundancies
or relationships within a model.
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2.2.3. INTRA- AND INTER-LAYER SIMILARITY

For this analysis, we extract the hidden states of the models
within and across layers and examine the cosine similarity
between them. Cosine similarity is often used to evaluate
the similarity between two vectors. It calculates the cosine
of the angle between these vectors, focusing on their orienta-
tion rather than their magnitude. This is particularly useful
when vectors represent embeddings, where the emphasis
is on the direction or alignment of the data rather than the
magnitude.

3. Results
3.1. Quantifying attended gene clusters

Using attention rollout and gene clustering as described
before, we can inspect whether the transformer pays more
attention to specific gene clusters than others for a given
input and whether this may have a biological reason. Indeed,
the 4-layer UCE model attends strongly to genes that are
specific to the input cell type and weakly to non-specific
genes as seen in Figure 1. The larger 33-layer model main-
tains some of these tendencies to a weaker degree (Extended
Data Figure A3), possibly due to more complex interactions
that are harder to categorize. Surprisingly, there was also
a general increased interest in Langerhans and Enterocyte
cell specific genes in all inputs for this model.

Figure 1. Difference in cluster prevalence between input sample of
genes weighted by initial frequency and attention score of the 4-
layer UCE model respectively. Here averaged over all CD4 T-cells.
Clusters related to the immune system are shown in red

The attention pattern of the 6-layer Geneformer model is
quite different to UCE and suggests a distinct approach
to the task by the model. In Geneformer, there is a focus
on non-specific clusters related to basic cellular processes
and ribosome function, no matter the cell type of the input
sample. The attention pattern of B-cells and Dendritic cells

shows an increased importance of cell-specific genes, and,
interestingly, Langerhans cell specific genes are also highly
attended to as they were in the large UCE model.

Finally, we examine the results of the over-representation
analysis of the most attended genes. In the 4-layer UCE
model we found a general enrichment of the allograft rejec-
tion and inflammatory response hallmark gene sets. These
sets are strongly related to the immune system, which is
consistent with the nature of the PBMC dataset. Specifically
T-cells show enrichment in the set comprising genes up-
regulated by STAT5 in response to IL2 stimulation. Consis-
tently, this gene set is strongly related to T-cell development.

3.2. Localizing learned concepts

We applied linear probes to the hidden states of the UCE
model and explored cell type and COVID-19 presence as
the classes for the linear classifier to differentiate between.
The 33-layer UCE model learns these two concepts quickly,
after the 10 first layers the probe on the CLS token has an F1-
score of 0.9 and 0.8 for cell type and COVID-19 respectively
(Figure 2). In this model, the concepts explored are learned
by all hidden units simultaneously with little specialization.
For example, it is possible to train a linear classifier for
cell type prediction on a specific last-layer token and get
good accuracy when testing that same classifier on other
last-layer tokens. It may be that these units are computing
nuances that are not picked up by the linear probe or that the
model exhibits some redundancies that could be optimized.
In general, information seems to always converge quite
quickly to the CLS token, as it performs better that the
average token when used as the input to the linear probe.

Figure 2. F1 score of the linear probe trained on the CLS token on
different layers of the UCE model

3.3. Embedding structure and progression

Tracking the evolution and structure of different tokens
across depth can reveal more insights about the inner work-
ings of these models. Our results indicate pre-training pro-
cedure has a high impact how on how these token represen-
tations change through layers. While in Geneformer, each
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individual token is pre-trained to decode a specific gene,
in UCE the tokens don’t need to adhere to a specific struc-
ture. Figure 3 shows how for UCE this produces a stark
increase in cosine similarity between last layer tokens when
compared to the initial embeddings. For Geneformer there
is an increased spread but the mean in maintained. The
group of samples with very low cosine similarity in the first
UCE layer is caused by the chromosome identification to-
kens used, which are not generated by the protein language
model.

Different gene tokenization and input procedures can intro-
duce different latent structures. More shallow architectures
maintain this structure in the last layer while larger models
tend to diverge from it. We observe that the cosine similar-
ity heatmaps and clustermaps of tokens are very different
between UCE and Geneformer (Extended Data Figures A1
and A2).

Figure 3. Comparison of token similarity within the first and last
layers of Geneformer (left) and UCE (right)

We also investigate the progression of the CLS token across
transformer layers and the cosine similarity between these
units. In all models we can observe blocks of layers with
a higher similarity that appear to represent learning phases
of the model. For example, Figure 4 shows how the first
6 to 7 layers of the large UCE model form a unit and they
coincide with the steepest ascent in accuracy when using
linear probes. These progressions may also show when the
CLS token improvement slows down and we start getting
diminishing returns for transformer depth.

4. Discussion
In this work we proposed and investigated three methods
to identify biological concepts and structure uncovered by

Figure 4. Cosine similarity between the CLS tokens across all lay-
ers of the corresponding models Geneformer (left) and UCE (right)

single-cell foundation models. Understanding how a model
utilizes biological concepts to generate embeddings, as well
as how efficiently this information is processed and how
optimization procedures affect this processing, is essential
to fulfilling the full potential of these emerging frameworks.

Our findings showed that the attention scores extracted
via rollout were particularly biologically interpretable in
the 4-layer UCE model for both gene clustering and over-
representation analysis. In contrast, larger models may intro-
duce too much complexity for a simple rollout towards the
CLS token. The linear probes and CLS token progression in-
dicated that at least simple concepts are learned quickly and
that certain layer structures may display different learning
phases of the model. Our results suggest that similarity-
based approaches could identify when transformer depth
becomes redundant, in which case model distillation could
reduce the model complexity.

As next steps, it would be interesting to roll out the attention
map only partway through the model to see whether specific
parts of the model focus on different concepts. This may
alleviate the higher complexity of larger models and allow
for their interpretation. Additional clusters and gene sets
for this analysis could also be explored. Additionally, we
are interested in exploring different, more complex concepts
for the linear probe as well as their exact relation to these
potential learning phases.

In general, we advocate for more analysis of transformers
to understand what and how they learn, particularly given
the challenges in evaluating the quality of biological embed-
dings due to the lack of robust metrics. While some models
have already been analyzed to understand their function-
ing, which provided useful insights, these analyses are often
very architecture-specific. We believe more generalizable
approaches can be a valuable addition.
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A. Supplemental results

Figure A1. Last layer token cosine similarity heatmap for Gene-
former and UCE

Figure A2. Last layer token cosine distance clustermap for Gene-
former and UCE

Figure A3. Difference in cluster prevalence between input sample
of genes weighted by initial frequency and attention score of the
33-layer UCE model respectively. Here averaged over all CD4
T-cells. Clusters related to the immune system are shown in red
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